Fly Fishers Internal (FFI) has created the FFI Memorial Fund (Memorial) to recognize and memorialize the enduring memory of past FFI members on behalf of their families and friends. The Memorial shall exist and be maintained as a permanent display at FFI Headquarters. Names of past FFI members may be inscribed on the display in recognition of the member upon nomination with financial donation by family members and/or friends. The purpose of funds donated to the Memorial will be for funding FFI approved programs that support its three pillars of Conservation, Education and building Community and used in accordance with established “Financial Management Policy”.

- Nominees for recognition/inscription on the Memorial Fund permanent display must have been members of FFI in good standing.
- Nominations for recognition must be accompanied by a financial donation of $5K or greater.
- Acceptance of nominations shall require approval of the Board of Directors.
- Additional financial donations may be donated to the Memorial Fund in memory of the nominee in lieu of other gifts or charities.
- Families of the individual successfully nominated for inclusion/inscription on the Memorial Award will receive an individualized representation of the Memorial Fund permanent display as confirmation and in memory of the individual being remembered.
- Donations of lesser financial amounts also will be accepted and recognized as donations to the Memorial Fund.
- All donations will be recognized on the website and published in other publications of the FFI in memory of the past member for whom the donations is made.

It is my recommendation that Fly Fishers International approve establishment and implementation of the “FFI Memorial Fund” at the November 26, 2018, meeting of the Board of Directors. A motion to approve the Memorial should include direction to staff to explore alternatives for design of the permanent and individual displays for further review and approval as appropriate.

Prepared by: Tom H. Loan, Chairman – FFI Board of Directors